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~INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY

Multiple sclerosis (MS) may be defined as a disease of obscure

etiology, characterised clinically by symptomes indicating the

presence of multiple lesions in the white matter of the brain and

In most cases there are relapses with longthe spinal cord.

addedperiods of remission, but in others it presents with an

cerebellar and brain stem signs. Plaques of demyelination and

gliosis occur throughout the CNS.

The primary credit for establishing multiple sclerosis as a

pathologic and clinical entity belongs to Jean-Martin Charcot

While he was chief physician /medecin/ from 1862 at/1825-1893/.

la Salpetriere in Paris, as well as professor of pathology, he

conducted his famed Tuesday Lectures, which were published and

soon also translated into English by George Sigerson for the New

Sydenham Society. The MS lectures therein were those given in

Lecture 6 dealt with the pathologic aspects and lectures 71868.

In lecture 5 on parkinsonism, heand 8 the clinical features.

differentiated the resting tremor of Parkinson’s disease from the

intention tremor of MS.

Charcot referred to the disease as /la sclerose en plaques

/ladisseminees/ or /la sclerose en plaques?/ sometimes as

Hemultiloculaire/ or /la sclerose generalisee./sclerose

described the lesions as /plaques, taches, or ilots./ Sigerson,

however, chose to translate the label as /disseminated sclerosis, I
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and plaques/ become /patches./ Almost to this date there are many

who cling to the name 5disseminated sclerosis.' This has been

especially true in the United Kingdom and, to varying degrees, in

the UnitedScandinavia/ dissemineret sclerose in Danish/ and

The French have presisted with SEP /sclerose enStates.

plaques,/ or SP, until most recent times, as have somewhat the

It seems to have been the GermanItalians/ sclerosi in placche/.

school that propagated /multiple Hirnsklerose, multiple Sklerose,

multiple Sklerose des Nervensystems/ aswith multiple Sklerose ,

variants. In the United States, /multiple cerebral sclerosis,

and disseminated cerebrospinalmultiple cerebrospinal sclerosis,

sclerosis/ all also had some vogue. Transient were usages in

Britain of / insular sclerosis and lobular sclerosis./ However,

of the National Multipleperhaps due to the proselytising

Sclerosis Societies, the accepted epithet almost universally is

now 'multiple sclerosis’ (MS).

the whiteMS in Charcot’s view was a disease predominantly of

matter of the CNS, with lesions of varying age and sise

distributed throughout the neuraxis from cerebrum through spinal

’scattering in time and space’ was reflected by thecord. This

clinical features, in which symptomatology referable to different

lesions occurred at different times in the course of the illness.

as well as aCharcot recognised complete and partial remissions,

chronic progressive characters in the disorders.
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ETIOLOGY :

Until now there is no complete understanding of the etiological

factors causing MS , but there are several theories especially

those dealing with <1> environmental, <2> genetic, <3> autoimmune

and <4> viral components.

<1>

The fundamental observation is that for people of Northern

European and Jewish stock, the risk of developing MS depends on

where they live.

Population studies of MS in Israel have showed that :

1- MS is common among immigrants to Israel from Europe and rare

among immigrants from Afro-Asian countries.

2- Native Israeli's of either European or Afro-Asian ethnic
Iorigin have the same frequency of MS.

Another evidence for an environmental factor comes from the

recognition of clusters of cases occuring in a restricted

geographical regions within a comparatively circumscribed period
« /

of time. The appearance of MS in the Faroe Islands during the

World War II and the occurence of only a single case after (1960)

provides a particularly striking example of this phenomenon.

Worldwide prevalence ratios for MS tend to separate into three

ranges , high / > 30 cases per 100,000 / , medium / 5 to 29 cases

per 100,000 / , and low / 5 per 100,000 /. Prevalence studies in

North America have generally shown an increasing frequency of MS
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Figure 1 The areas where multiple sclerosis is known to have its

highest prevalence.
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with increasing latitude. A high frequency area with prevalence

rate of at least 30 to 80 per 100,000 has been determined for the

Southern Canada and the northern United States in a band between

37 degree and 52 degree north latitude. Other prevalence studies

India showed a prevalence of 21 per 100,000 in a band betweenin

and in the Arabian Peninsula, which is18 degree and 55 degree ,

located between 10 degree and 30 degree latitude north to the

equator, prevalence studies showed the ratio of 8 per 100,000 .

(1971) inOther important fact was shown by Dean's studies

population of South Africa is the influence of the age of

migraton.lt was shown that people migrated from Northern European

old / had highercountries in their adult life / 15 years

incidence of MS than those from the same countries migrated in

their childhood and in those who had been born there.

Also it was shown that IgG levels in the CSF of MS patients is

elevated , and antibodies to measles virus , and to some other

viruses are also elevated .

these facts gives a good evidence that environmental factorsAll

Nevertheless , itstake part in the pathogenesis of the disease.

nature is not known yet .
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<2> GENETIC FACTORS:

The rari-by of multiple sclerosis in certain ethnic groups raises

the possibility that a genetic factor may be involved in its
Лetiology. It seems to be rare generally amongst Orientals and

there is now a great deal of data available about its frequency

in whom the prevalence is anamongst the Japanese in particular,

order of magnitude less than amongst Occidentals living at

comparable latitudes. For example, the prevalance of multiple

100,000, whereas insclerosis in Sapporo /43 north / is 2 per

Massachusetts /42 north/ it is 41 per 100,000. Moreover,Boston,

there is little change in the prevalence of multiple sclerosis in

Oriental groups with latitude. The gradient in Japan itself is

shallow, and Detels et al (1967) observed that whereas the annual

rate from multiple sclerosis amongst native-born people ofdeath

Northern European stock in Washington State /latitude 47 north/

was higher than in Calefornia /latitude 34 north/, the rate

amongst the native-born Orientals was similar in both regions.

Familial studies have suggested that there is a significant

increase in incidence of MS amongst family members of patients

with the disease, and siblings are more commonly affected than

the other relatives.

Twin studies have showed that the absolute concordance rate for

in monozygotic twins is betwen 20-40 % and the rate forMS
\dizygotic twins is no greater than 15 % . Taken together the
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evidence of epidemiological, familial, and twin studies, it

provides good evidence for the existence of genetic factor in the

etiology of MS. The nature of the genetic factor is not

but associations between-HLA-system and MS havedetermined yet,

been found.

The first associations demonstrated were for patients of Northern

in whom there is a weak association with HLA-A3European origin,

and -B7. The strongest associations have however demonstrated

DR2 is associated with MS inwith the D or D-related /DR/ loci.

Northern European Caucasoids wherever they have been investigated

Northern Europe, North America and Australia.

Other studies have showed that MS in the North American blacks is

associated with -DW2-, an antigen which is extremely rare amongst

In the Mediterranean region, thehealthy North American blacks.

two groups so far investigated /Arabs and Italians/ have shown an

association with -DR4- . A weak association between MS and -DRW6-

has been demonstrated in Orientals.

evidence for the existence of other geneticRecently,

associations has been accumulating. There are two reports of an

association in Northern European Caucasoids between clinical

definite MS and one of the alleles of the -Bf- locus, which codes

for polymorphism of properdin factor -B- of the alternative

with thecomplement pathway. A deficiency of -BfF- was found
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-BfS- iscorresponding excess of the other common allele,

suggested to influence the recurrence and the dissemination of

the MS lesions.

A third-HLA- and -Bf- loci are both on the 6th chromosome.The

genetic association with a locus coding for immunoglobulin heavy

chains probably on the 14th chromosome has been found recently.

In summary, there is good evidence for the implication of genetic

factor in the etiology of MS . It is probable that more than one

is involved, the evidence implicating the -HLA-D/DR- region being

Evidence is accumulating of other loci on the 6th andstrongest.

but more data are needed before14th chromosomes to be involved,

the precise role of each can be determined.

<3> AUTOIMMUNE THEORY:

Extensive evidence indicates that immune mechanism are disturbed

However, it is unclear whether these abnormalities play ain MS.

onlyrole in its pathogenesis or representsprimary an

epiphenomenon. The autoimmune hypothesis of MS is based mainly on

the pathologic similarity of the disease with chronic relapsing

experimental allergic encephalomyelitis.

linked withMS in most, but not all, ethnic groups has been

particular HLA antigens, and studies of peripheral blood T cell
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subpopulations in MS patients demonstrated reductions in the

number of T suppressor cells. An association with specific HLA

antigens, which are concerned with the control of the immune

as well as alterations in the balance of theresponse,

immunoregulatory T cell subpopulations, have been noted in a

variety of autoimmune disorders.

Autoimmune disease tends to occur in combination. The finding

that a disease is more frequently associated with recognized

autoimmune disorders than would be expected by chance may thus

provide an indication that the disease itself has an autoimmune

basis.

hypothyroidism andrheumatoid arthritis,Thyroid disease,

commonlyinsu1in-dependent diabetes mellitus mostwere

encountered. However, these diseases also occur with a higher-

frequency than the others in the general population, and their

prevalence in the MS group did not differ significantly from

their expected prevalence. The prevalence in the MS group in some

such as primary biliaryof the more uncommon disorders,

ehirrosis, may well appear to be statistically significant. In

with the lack of a significant association withcontrast

autoimmune disorders is the finding that serum from MS patients

contained significantly more organspecific as well as non-organ-

specific antibodies than controls. The increase was mainly due to

a higher frequency of parietal cell and antinuclear antibodies.

the titers of all these antibodies were generally low.However,
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in MSAlso a higher incidence of microsomal thyroid antibodies

patients was found although thyroid function was not disturbed to

a greater degree than in other forms of chronic disease.

cells seem to play a crucial role in the regulation of humoralT

immune responses by acting as potentiators /Т helper cells/ or

inhibitors /Т suppressor cells/ of the immunoglobulin production

Tolerance for self-antigens is brought about throughby В cells.

the action of T suppressor cells. Impaired T suppressor cell

function is thus one of the proposed mechanism for the generation

of autoimmune responses. Reductions in circulating T suppressor

cells occur in MS patients, but whether these changes contribute

to the pathogenesis of the disease or represent only secondary

A decline in Teffects of the disease process is not clear.
\

suppressor cells could theoretically account for the higher

in the MSfrequency of low levels of various autoantibodies

The findings that MS patients and their siblings tend toserum.

have increased serum antibody titers against a variety of

viruses, also points to the existence of a possibly genetically

nonspecific В cell overactivity in MS . However, thedetermined,

this В cellrole of the cells /suppressor/ in causing

overactivity is uncertain.

Other immunopathological mechanisms based on the presence of mast

cells, in association with piai vessels and mediators immediate

and the detection of pathologicalhypersensitivity in CSF,
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circulating antibodies and autoimmuno complexes in the serum and

the CSF of MS patients, are now under investigations.

<4> Virus Theory

A role for retroviruses in the cause of MS would be theoretically

attractive for many reasons. Epidemiologists have long searched

for an enviromental agent that would explain the occasional

Animal models of dernyelinating diseases causedepidemics of MS .

by viruses invigorated the search for similar agents in humans.

Visna, a subacute dernyelinating disorder in sheep, is caused by a

neurotropic retrovirus. Infected sheep developed a progressive

spinal cord and cerebellar degeneration, which can be relapsing

and remitting in nature. Extensive inflammation and demyelination

Spinal fluid IgG is oligoclonallyoccur in white matter.

restricted. The similarity of these features to MS has long been I

recognised.
/

Spinal cord degeneration, resembling the spinal form of MS,occurs

a complication of infection by HIV-1 and HTLV-l,the two majoras

human retroviruses. According to these similarities, a viral

agent could be suspected to provoke an autoimmune mechanism in a

genetically susceptible host, thus to play a role in the etiology

of the disease.

According to these and other immunological abnormalities observed

an autoimmune mechanism is believed to have ain the disease,
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role in its aetiology and pathogenesis. Whether this mechanism is

primary or secondary to persistent virus or other agent, is not

clear yet.

FINDINGS

brain before being sectioned shows no evidence of disease,The

but the surface of the spinal cord may feel uneven. On sectioning

of the brain and spinal cord, we can find numerous scattered

lesions which are slightly depressed below the cut surface that

stand out from the surrounding white matter by virtue of their

pink-gray color ( due to loss of myelin). These lesions vary in

size from 1 mm to several cm, and they mainly affect the white

and do not extend beyond the root entry zones of thematter,

cranial and spinal roots. Because of their sharp delineation they

are called plaques.

The topograohy of the lesions is noteworthy. A periventricular

location is characteristic, but only where subependymal veins

line the ventricles ( mainly the lateral ventricles ). Other

sites are the optic nerves and chiasm and the spinal cordcommon

where the piai veins lie next to the white matter. The lesions

are distributed randomly through the brainstem, spinal cord and

cerebellar peduncles without reference to particular system of

fibers. In the cerebral cortex the lesions destroy the myelin but

leave the nerve cells essentially intact.

13
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Figure 3

Figure 2 Scattered plaques of perivascular demyelination.

Figure 3 Periventricular plaques of demyelination beside
lateral ventricles (arrowed) in multiple sclerosis.
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The histologic appearenoe of the lesion is age dependent. Recent

lesions show a partial or complete destruction and loss of myelin

throughout a zone formed by the confluence of many small,

with sparing of axis cylinders andpredominanty perivenous foci,

Oligodendroglia,a variable but slight degeneration of a

and perivascular and para-adventialreaction,neurogial

infiltration with mononuclear cells and lymphocytes. Later, large

numbers of microglial phagocytes infiltrate the lesions, and

astrocytes in and around the lesions, increase in number and

size.

relativelyshow a thickly matted,Long standing lesions,

with occasional perivascularacellular fibroglial tissue,

in such lesions intact axislymphocytes and macrophages:

Sparing of axis cylinders preventscylinders may still be found.

However in old lesions with loss of manywallerian degeneration.

axis cylinders there may be descending and ascending degeneration

of long fiber tracts in the spinal cord. Partial remyelination is

believed to take place on undamaged axons ( Prineas and Connell

1975).

\
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CLINICAL

The first attack of MS may declare itself as a single symptom or

sign /45 percent / or as more than one /55 percent /.

Approximately 40 percent of MS patients will have an episode of

optic neuritis, either as their first difficulty or at some point

along the course of their disease. Optic neuritis presents as

loss of vision, partial or total, usually in one eye, seldom in

both, and is often associated with pain on movement of the eye.

Macular vision tends to be most affected / central scotoma/, but

a wide range of field defects may occur. Disturbances of color

perception sometimes provide an early indication of mild disease.

Fewer than half of optic neuritis patients will show evidence of

an inflammated optic nerve head /papillitis/; most show no

changes in the optic disc at the outset, indicating that the

demyelinating lesion is developing some distance behind the nerve

head /retrobulbar neuritis/. Both forms of optic neuritis will be

followed by optic nerve atrophy, detected as pallor of the optic

disc.

Symptoms and signs of neurologic dysfunction arising from

brainstem, cerebellar, and spinal cord lesions are frequent in

MS. Diplopia may occur either because the third, fourth, or

sixth cranial nerves are damaged along their course within the

CNS or because internuclear ophtalmoplegia /INO / developed. An

INO reflects involvement of the medial longitudinal fasciculus.

The sign consists of an inability to adduct one eye at attempted

lateral gaze together with full abduction of the other eye, which

V :% 5*115 -■
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shows horizontal nystagmus. Bilateral INO in a young adult is

virtually diagnostic of MS, although a few instances of bilateral

INO in systemic lupus erythematosus are on record. Another

clinical feature of brainstem involvement is either facial

hypesthesia or tic doloureux /fifth cranial nerve/. When tic

doloureux occurs in a young adult, the possibility of underlaying

MS should be seriously considered. Bell’s palsy or hemifacial

spasm / seventh cranial nerve /, vertigo, vomiting, and nystagmus

/vestibular connections of the eight cranial nerve / are also

less commonly there is complaint of deafness.frequent ;

Involvement of cerebellar connections or of spinocerebellar

pathways results in ataxia which can affect speach /scanning /,

head or trunk /titubations /, limbs, /intention tremor /, and

stance and gait. Cerebellar ataxia maybe combined with sensory

ataxia due to involvement of the spinal cord.

Spinal cord lesions produce a myriad of motor and sensory

theCorticospinal tract interruption results inproblems.

classical features of upper motor neuron dysfunction /weakness,

spasticity, hyperreflexia , clonus, Babinski’s response , loss of/

abdominal skin reflexes /. Posterior column lesions cause loss,

or diminution , of joint position and vibration senses as well as

the frequently encountered complaints of tingling or tightness of

the extremities and of bandlike sensations about the trunk . Less

often pain and temperature sensations are lost or diminished

reflecting spinothalamic tract involvement. Partial lesions of

sensory tracts or of the root entry zones of sensory nerves can

produce painful dysesthesias as well as interruption of reflex
/
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arcs. On occasion , spinal cord lesions will result in paroxysmal

symptoms including tonic spasm which can be painful.

Symptoms of bladder dysfunction, including hesitancy, urgency,

frequency , and incontinence , are common features of spinal cord

involvement. Equally common is bowel dysfunction, particularly

constipation. Males with MS, if questioned, often complain of

sexual impotence ; methods exist to distinguish physical from

psychogenic causes. Patients with MS may experience an electric

shock-like sensation on flexion of the neck, called Lhermitte’s

sign. Several spinal cord lesions can result in loss of function

sometimes total, below the level of the lesion. Less complete

lesions can result in the hemicord syndrome of Brown-Sequard.

When either of these events occurs , it is referred to as

transverse myelitis . A single episode of transverse myelitis not

-followed by subsequent progression of disease may , as with an

isolated episode of optic neuritis , represent a forme fruste of

MS although less than 10% of acute transverse myelitis cases

develop MS. It must be stressed that spinal cord involvement is 4 .

the predominating feature in most advanced cases of MS.

Cerebral symptoms may occur in MS due to extensive involvement of

subcortical and central white matter. With extensive lesions of

the brain, intellect may suffer, sometimes severly. By far the

most frequent emotional feature of MS is depression. Euphoria ,

when it occurs , indicates widespread cerebral disease and is

often associated with dementia and pseudobulbar palsy. Epileptic

seizures and focal cerebral signs , such as hemiparesis ,

17



homonymous hemianopsia , and dysphasia , while seen in MS , are

rare.

FLUID

The CSF in MS patients typically reveals only a slight or no

increase in cell number. 90 % of patients show fewer than 10

cells in cubic millimeter in their CSF , cell counts greater than

The cells in the CSF are predominantly T-50 are rare.

lymphocytes, although rarely plasma cells may be found . Some

correlation exists between the extent of pleocytosis and disease

activity . Higher cell counts also are more typical in early

stages of the disease.

CSF of 90 % of patients contains less than 60 mg/dl of totalThe

protein. Protein of greater than 100 mg/dl should raise questions

about whether the diagnosis is correct. The most characteristic

finding in MS is an increase in the IgG which contrasts withCSF

IgGrelatively normal total protein and albumin concentrations .

levels are increased in 80 % of MS patients, the increase is

neurologicalin long standing cases with severegreatest

withdeficits.IgG values do not change in any meaningful way

relapses and remission. Most of the CSF IgG is synthesised in the

CNS.

When the CSF IgG from MS patients is subjected to electrophoresis

or isoelectric focusing , it fractionates into a restricted

These bands have been shownnumber of bands /oligoclonal bands/.

18
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to be antibodies to an infective agent in a number of CNS

infectious diseases, but in MS these bands have not been shown to

be directed against any single viral or intrinsic brain antigen.

More likely they represent a heterogeneous group of antibodies

directed against many antigens. The number of the bands in the

CSF is greater in those with longer disease duration. It has been

also suggested that high levels of IgG and many oligoclonal bands

are associated with severe disease course.

Within the CSF , myelin debris as well as myelin basic protein

appears during attacks of the disease. Myelin basic protein

levels can be measured by radioimmunoassay , the level seems to

reflect the extent of myelin breakdown since levels also increase

in other disorders associated with myelin breakdown such as

stroke

EVOKED POTENTIALS

Evoked potentials are used widely in the assessment of patients

suspected of having multiple sclerosis because of their ability

to demonstrate clinically silent lesions within the central

nervous system .

Clinically , visual evoked potentials have proved to be superior

to auditory and somatosensory ones in diagnosis of MS. The

incidence of abnormalities in suspected and definite MS patients

varies in different reports primarily because of different

19
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patient populations , diagnostic schema , techniques and criteria

for abnormality. However it is agreed that around 75% of patients

with definite MS show abnormal visual evoked potential,while 55%

show abnormal somatosensory and 50% have abnormal auditory EPs

These abnormalities are a delay in the first major positive

deflection, the P100.

Concerning the utility and the rate of accuracy of EPs,it has

been reported that among 100 patients with different chronic

demelinating CNS diseases having all positive , 71% of these

patients had deteriorated on follow-up , 48% developed clinically

definite MS. In contrast, only 16% of these patients with normal

EPs in all three modalities deteriorated 4% developed

clinically definite MS. Studies have showed that visual EP is

particularly useful in patients with brainstem and spinal cord

features the auditory EP in patients with optic nerve and

spinal cord abnormalities , and the somatosensory EP in patients

with brainstem and visual symptomatology.

It must be stressed that all the EP abnormalities can be provoked

by tumors and other disorders affecting the visual pathway or the

brainstem or the spinal cord and that it is not specific to MS.

MAGNETIC RESNANCE IMAGING ЩЩ AND COMPUTERIZED T0M0GR0PHY (CT)

MR I has been shown in a number of studies to be very sensitive

method for detecting focal areas of damage in the white matter of

20
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the cerebral hemispheres. This sensitivity has been reflected in

the wave of enthusiasm with which MRI has been used in the

diagnostic evaluation of the suspected MS. However, MRI cannot at

this time, distinguish between various tissue characteristics

such as edema, infarction, inflammation, or dernyelination. The

detection of a discrete white matter lesion that has a strong

signal on spin echo (SE) or a weak signal on inversion recovery

(IR) has no specificity for MS or dernyelination, but can be used

evidence of neurologic abnormality just as can nystagmus or aas

Babinski sign.

As is the case with EPs, the main value of MRI in the diagnosis

of MS lies in demostrating lesions that are not clinically

detectable in order to statisfy the criterion of dissemination in

space. The degree to which patterns of one, two, three, or

several discrete white matter lesions are specific for MS is not

yet known. Systematic studies have shown that MRI is positive in

70-90% of patients with clinically definate MS (CDMS). In cases

of suspected MS, MRI is positive in approximately 50% of cases.

Follow-up studies, not yet completed, will tell just how

accurately a positive MRI study will predict a diagnosis of CDMS.

In spite of all the facts that MRI is one of the best imaging

techniques in the diagnosis of MS, and it is the most sensitive

way for demostrating dissemination in space, the diagnosis of MS

remains a clinical one and must be made by an appropriately

experienced clinician (preferably a neurologist), taking into

21



consideration both the clinical presentation and the laboratory

findings including MRI.

CT has been of limited value in the diagnosis and serial

assessment of patients with MS. CT examination of MS patients have

usually showed only 68% abnormality rate which were in the form

of:

white matter hypodensities 44% of these lesions where focal

multiple ill-defined patches, usually located in the centra

semiovale at ventricular and supraventricular levels.

- Enlargement of the lateral ventricles with or without asymmetry

(41%)

-Cortical atrophy in 15%

- All the lesions detected by CT are supratentorial.

- Hypodensity lesions can disappear during serial CTs in some

cases.

by theThe history of clinical therapies in MS is marked

emergence and the abandonment of many theories regarding the

At thecause of the disease as well as agents for its treatment.

time when the French scientist Charcot first described the

condition, zinc was a prevalent therapy. In our own century, a

series of treatments were used, including niacin in the 1920s and

anticoagulants in the 1950s.

thatincreasing number of evidences indicateBecause an

theimmunopathological mechanism takes part in the etiology and

22
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pathogenesis of the disease, and also the appearence of

inflammation in the shape of demyelination, immunomodulatories

and anti-inflammatory drugs came into use in the treatment of MS.

adrenal corticosteroid, and cyclophosphamide, a member ofACTH,

the alkylating group of chemotherapeutic agents were first used

in Lyon in the mid-1960s. Recently, Hauser and Dawson (1983) in

Boston reported the results of a randomised study suggesting that

a short course of intensive immuno-suppressive therapy using

cyclophosphamide and ACTH had temporary benefit by modifying the

clinical of the disease, especially the chroniccourse

progressive type of MS. These findings support the idea that

cyclophosphamide and ACTH is more effective than ACTH given

alone, and there might be a synergistic effect between the two

drugs.

Other studies have shown that a combination therapy of

methylprednisolon and the antimetabolite azathioprine would

reduce the progression rate, reduce the relapse rate and

stabilize the deterioration of latency of VEP and SEP.

Cyclosporine A, a member of a new generation of immuno

suppressants widely used in the field of transplantation was

investigated in connection with MS. Studies in animals with

experimental autoimmune encephalitis (EAE) indicate that the drug

suppresses the disease. This also happens in MS. Further studies

have showen that cyclosporine has a low therapeutic index, so

23
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in doses that are well tolerated the drug is not effective.that

In doses that are effective there is significant toxicity, and

its usage is currently only experimental.

Regarding the use of corticosteroids and asathioprine, it must be

remembered that:

There is no direct evidence that immunological abnormalities

play a role in the pathogenesis of MS.

The immune alterations produced by these drugs are poorly

defined.

- The wide range of side effects from alopecia, nausea, vomiting,

minor infections, hematoria, produced by corticostreroids to

much more serious problems like bone marrow suppression with

leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, and hepatotoxicity.

risk of neoplasia that accompanies long termIncreased

immunosuppressive therapy.

lymhoid irradiation (TLI) has been used in recent years asTotal

an immunosuppressive agent in transplant recipients and in
/of TLIvarious autoimmune diseases. The relative benefits

reported in these conditions have stimulated interest among

neurologists working with MS patients in its potential clinical

application in this disease. Based on these considerations,

clinical trials using a modified TLI regimen", designed to reduce

have demonstrated a reducedthe risk of radiation side effects,
I

tendency for disease progression with the apparent benefit

disproportionally concentrated in patients with the greatest

induced lymphopenia early after treatment. Because of the wide

%
%

■%> 5.<
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range of side effects and the low benefit/risk ratio, the usage

of TLI is not recommended in patients with MS.

Interferons (IFN), because of their antiviral and

immunomodulatory actions, might have a role in the treatment of

MS. In a clinical trial of systemic natural alpha IFN, patients

with a strictly exacerbating remitting course showed a reduction

in the frequency and severity of exacerbations. However, other

types of patients did not benefit from this treatment.

Other agents like monoclonal antibodies MABs, copolymer 1 and

plasmapheresis and their use in the treatment of MS needs further

clarification through randomized, controlled clinical trials.

General measures include the provision of an adequate period of

bed rest and convalence to ensure maximum recovery from the

initial attack or exacerbation, prevention of excessive fatigue

and infection,the use of all possible rehabilitive measures to

postpone the bedridden stage of the disease ( braces, chairs,

lifts, car with manual control), and meticulous attentionramps,

to the prevention of bedsores in bedridden patient by the use of

alternating pressure mattresses, silicone gel pads, and other

special devices.

Disorder of the bladder function, spastic paralysis, and

disabling tremor should be treated as required.
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